
SCST Configuration How-To  Using Gentoo

 1  REQUIREMENTS

 1.1 Hardware Requirements:

 1.1.1 High-end Desktop
 1.1.2 3 Gigabit or better Network Cards
 1.1.3 6 x 3.0 TB 7200 RPM HDD's
 1.1.4 1 x 500 GB HDD
 1.1.5 4 GB Memory Stick 

 1.2 Software Requirements:

 1.2.1 Gentoo Linux x64 Base Install Image
 1.2.2 Latest Gentoo Stage3 Tarball
 1.2.3 Latest Portage snapshot.
 1.2.4 SCST 2.2.0 Sources
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 2  GENTOO INSTALLATION

 2.1 Downloads

 2.1.1 Download Gentoo x64 Base installation Disk ISO from 
http://distfiles.gentoo.org/releases/amd64/autobuilds/current-iso/ - Download the one with the 
latest date. Once downloaded, Burn it to disc.

 2.1.2 Next we need to download the latest Stage 3 Tarball for Gentoo x64, to do this – go to: 
http://distfiles.gentoo.org/releases/amd64/autobuilds/current-stage3/ and download the latest 
one.

Once Downloaded, copy the file to the memory stick.
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 2.1.3 Next we need to download the latest Portage snapshot. Go download the latest snapshot 
from this link: http://de-mirror.org/gentoo/snapshots/portage-latest.tar.bz2 . 

Once Downloaded, copy the file to the memory stick.

 2.2  Installation

 2.2.1 Insert the Gentoo CD you burned into the CD Drive on the PC, and press enter on the 
boot prompt that pops up.
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 2.2.2 Once booted, you will see this screen:

 2.2.3 We first need to change the root password

→ Type passwd and press Enter.

→ At the prompt, type your new password, and press ENTER.

→ Confirm your pasword, and press ENTER again:
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 2.2.4 Next we need to set up the network,  we will simply use dhcp to set up the network card, 
and set a fixed IP later. Make sure that you have Internet access! 

 2.2.4.1 First we need to check if the live cd picked up our network cards properly. We have 3 
of them so in linux – the names of the cards will be eth0, eth1 and eth2 respectively. To test 
if the live cd picked them all up.

→ Type ifconfig eth0 and press Enter.

→ Type ifconfig eth1 and press Enter.

→ Type ifconfig eth2 and press Enter.

If you see the image below for any of the network cards, swop it out with another one. It does 
not neccecarily mean the card is faulty, it could be that it has no drivers for that model of 
card. Loading extra drivers is beyond the scope of this document.
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 2.2.4.2 Now to set up the primary NIC – the one we going to use to manage the box – eth0.

→ Type dhcpcd -HD eth0 and press Enter.

Next we need to check if we got an ip address. You will see the following, if it is missing an 
ip address – check your network cable / DHCP Server: 

→ Type ifconfig eth0 and press Enter.
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 2.2.5 Time to ready our main hard drive for the installation.

 2.2.5.1 Lets first list what drives we have available to us. The output will look as follows:

→  Type fdisk -l and press Enter.

As you can see, it is displaying all the disks installed in the system, and our installation disk is
 out of the display. As it is connected to port 1 on the SATA / SAS controller, it should be

/dev/sda, Let's confirm that – on this test setup I used to get the screenshots – the system disk is 
8 GB in size, so lets list only /dev/sda on the fdisk output. Output should show similar to 
this(your disk size obviously):

→  Type fdisk /dev/sda -l and press Enter.
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 2.2.5.2 Ok, so now that we know that it is picking up our drive correctly, we can start 
partitioning it to hold our operating system. To do this, we have to run fdisk again, 
but this time we will not be passing ti the -l parameter. 

→ Type fdisk /dev/sda and press Enter.

→ m will show a list of the available options:

First we need to create a DOS partition table. The output will be 
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similar to this: 

→ Type o and press Enter.

Now that we have our partition table, we can start partitioning the disk. First lets look at the 
partitions we want to create. We need 2 basic partitions at minimum, one for the root of the 
filesystem, and one for swapspace. We will be creating 3 - / , /boot and swap. 

To Summarize:

Partition Size Use
/dev/sda1 200MB /boot
/dev/sda2 7365MB /
/dev/sda3 1024MB swap

This will be the layout for my 8 GB Disk, You want to assign the majority of your disk space to 
the / partition, as this will be holding your operating system. Lets create our first partition. 
It now asks us what kind of partition we want to create – as seen below:

→ Type n and press enter.

We want to create a primary partition. It will now ask us what partition number we want to 
create. 

→  Type p and press Enter
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This is the first partition. 

→ Type 1 and then Enter.

At the First Sector Prompt, press Enter to accept the default value. The following will show 
afterwards:

→ Press Enter to accept the default value.

At this prompt, we need to tell fdisk how big we want our partition to be. We are creating the 
/boot partition, which we want to be 200MB. We are then returned to the “main menu”, our 
partition has been created successfully!

→  Type +200M and press enter

Repeat the above steps for each of the partitions, changing only the size of the partition and 
the partition number (2nd partition = 2 etc...) accordingly. (Note: on the last partition you 
create, just press Enter on all the prompts to accept the defaults.)
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Now we just need to tell linux that /dev/sda3 is a swap partition.

→  To do this press t and Enter, then 3 and Enter, then 82 and Enter

When done, press w at the main menu to write the changes to disk. 

Let's also look at the new partition  structure on /dev/sda.  

→  Type fdisk /dev/sda -l and press Enter

 2.2.5.3 Now we need to format our partitions with the appropriate filesystems, and create & 
activate the swap space. 

First off, lets decide what filesystems to use:

Partition Mount Point Filesystem
/dev/sda1 /boot EXT3
/dev/sda2 / EXT4
/dev/sda3 Swap N/A
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To create our first filesystem for /dev/sda1.

→  Type mkfs.ext3 /dev/sda1 and press Enter.

To create our  filesystem for /dev/sda2. 

→ Type mkfs.ext4 /dev/sda2 and press Enter.
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Now, to create our swapspace.

 → Type mkswap /dev/sda3 and press Enter

And finally – we need to activate the Swapspace. 

→  Type swapon /dev/sda3 and press Enter.

You'll notice – there's no output telling us that it has been done – but it has.

 2.2.5.4 Now that your partitions are initialized and are housing a filesystem, it is time to 
mount those partitions. Use the mount command. Don't forget to create the necessary 
mount directories for every partition you created. As an example we mount the root 
and boot partition: 

→ Type mount /dev/sda2 /mnt/gentoo and press Enter.

→ Type mkdir /mnt/gentoo/boot and press Enter.

→ Type mount /dev/sda1 /mnt/gentoo/boot and press Enter,
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 2.2.6 Ok! Now we get to the fun part, installing Gentoo. 

 2.2.6.1 Firstly insert the usb memory stick containing the two .tar.gz files into the pc.

Let's check whether it has been detected, to do this we use the fdisk -l command 
      again. It should be the last drive on the list – in my case /dev/sdh:

→ Type fdisk -l and press Enter.

Now we need to mount the memory stick so that we can access the data on it, to 
do this we first need to create a folder to mount it on.

→ Type mkdir /mnt/usb, this will create a folder under /mnt called usb. 

Now to mount our memory stick. In my case the device name /dev/sdh, and the 
partition we want to mount is /dev/sdh1. 

→ Type mount /dev/sdh1 /mnt/usb and press Enter.

Before you continue you need to check your date/time and update it. A 
mis-configured clock may lead to strange results in the future! 

→ To verify the current date/time, type date and press Enter. 

           If the date/time displayed is wrong, update it using the date MMDDhhmmYYYY 
syntax (Month, Day, hour, minute and Year). At this stage, you should use UTC 
time. You will be able to define your timezone later on. 
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For instance, to set the date to December 06th, 12:52 in the year 2011, 
→ Type date 120612522011 and press Enter.

Go to the Gentoo mountpoint at which you mounted your filesystems 
(/mnt/gentoo).

→ Type cd /mnt/gentoo and press Enter.

Now unpack your downloaded stage 3 tarball onto your system. We use tar to 
proceed as it is the easiest method. 

→ Type tar xvjpf /mnt/usb/stage3-*.tar.bz and press Enter. (the stage3-*.tar.bz 
should be the name of your stage3 file on the memory stick): 

Lets check that the extraction has been completed. 

→ Type ls and press Enter.
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In the next step, we extract the Portage snapshot onto your filesystem. Make sure 
that you use the exact command; the last option is a capital C, not c 

 → Type tar xvjf /mnt/usb/portage-latest.tar.bz2 -C /mnt/gentoo/usr and press Enter.

. 

Lets check that the extraction has been completed. 

→ Type ls /mnt/gentoo/usr/portage and press Enter.

Now we need to configure our make.conf file, for the sake of making things 
easier, just make sure your file /mnt/gentoo/etc/make.conf looks the same as 
below. 

→ Type nano /mnt/gentoo/etc/make.conf and press Enter.

CFLAGS="-O2 -march=k8 -pipe -mno-tls-direct-seg-refs" 
CXXFLAGS="${CFLAGS}" 
CHOST="x86_64-pc-linux-gnu" 
MAKEOPTS="-j2"                              ## -j2 means 2 core processor – so for quad core type -j4
FEATURES="parallel-fetch ccache" 

DISTDIR=/home/portage/distfiles 
KERNEL_DIR=/usr/src/linux 

ACCEPT_LICENSE="*" 

USE="mmx sse sse2" 

GENTOO_MIRRORS="http://distfiles.gentoo.org http://ftp.twaren.net/Linux/Gentoo/ 
http://mirror.switch.ch/ftp/mirror/gentoo http://ftp.snt.utwente.nl/pub/os/linux/gentoo" 
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SYNC=”rsync://rsync1.de.gentoo.org/gentoo-portage”

 2.2.6.2 Now we get to installing the Gentoo Base System. 

One thing still remains to be done before we enter the new environment and that 
is copying over the DNS information in /etc/resolv.conf. You need to do this to 
ensure that networking still works even after entering the new environment. 
/etc/resolv.conf contains the nameservers for your network. 

→ Type cp /etc/resolv.conf /mnt/gentoo/etc/ and press Enter.

In a few moments, we will change the Linux root towards the new location. To 
make sure that the new environment works properly, we need to make certain file 
systems available there as well. 

Mount the /proc filesystem on /mnt/gentoo/proc to allow the installation to use the 
kernel-provided information within the chrooted environment, and then mount-
bind the /dev filesystem. 

→ Type mount -t proc none /mnt/gentoo/proc and press Enter.

→ Type mount --rbind /dev /mnt/gentoo/dev and press Enter.

 2.2.6.3 Now that all partitions are initialized and the base environment installed, it is time to 
enter our new installation environment by chrooting into it. This means that we 
change from the current installation environment (Installation CD or other installation 
medium) to your installation system (namely the initialized partitions). 
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This chrooting is done in three steps. First we will change the root from / (on the 
installation medium) to /mnt/gentoo (on your partitions) using chroot. Then we 
will create a new environment using env-update, which essentially creates 
environment variables. Finally, we load those variables into memory using 
source. 

→ Type chroot /mnt/gentoo /bin/bash and press Enter.

→ Type env-update and press Enter. (If you get errors, check your make.conf file)

→ Type source /etc/profile and press Enter.

→ Type export PS1=”(chroot) $PS1” and press Enter.

You should now update your Portage tree to the latest version. emerge --sync 
does this for you. 

First, a small definition is in order. 

A profile is a building block for any Gentoo system. Not only does it specify 
default values for USE, CFLAGS and other important variables, it also locks the 
system to a certain range of package versions. This is all maintained by the 
Gentoo developers. 
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Previously, such a profile was untouched by the users. However, there may be 
certain situations in which you may decide a profile change is necessary. 

You can see what profile you are currently using with the following command: 

→ Type eselect profile list and press Enter.

We want to run the Server profile, so type the following to change to it:

→ Type eselect profile set 7 and press Enter. (If the Server profile number differs on 

your list, change the 7 to the corresponding number.)

 2.2.6.4  Next, we'll be configuring the kernel.

First we need to set the glibc locales, we need to edit the file /etc/locale.gen. 

→ Type nano /etc/locale.gen and press Enter.
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Uncomment the first two in the list by removing the # before them (the ones starting 
with en_US):

To save, press CTRL + O then Enter, and then exit by pressing CTRL + X. You'll be 
returned to the command prompt.

Now we need to generate the new locales.

→ Type locale-gen and press Enter:

Now we need to select your timezone so that our system knows where it is located. 
Look for your timezone in /usr/share/zoneinfo, then copy it to /etc/localtime. Please 
avoid the /usr/share/zoneinfo/Etc/GMT* timezones as their names do not indicate the 
expected zones. For instance, GMT-8 is in fact GMT+8. 

→ Type cp /usr/share/zoneinfo/Africa/Johannesburg /etc/localtime and press Enter.
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The core around which all distributions are built is the Linux kernel. It is the layer 
between the user programs and your system hardware. Gentoo provides its users several 
possible kernel sources. A full listing with description is available at the Kernel Guide. 
For AMD64-based systems we have gentoo-sources (kernel source patched for extra 
features). Install your kernel source. 

→ Type emerge -av gentoo-sources and press Enter:  

Confirm that there are no errors when done, you should see the following:
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Now we need to configure & Install the kernel. For simplicity's sake – we 
will be using genkernel to do this. Install genkernel. 

→ Type emerge -av genkernel and press  Enter:

Now that Genkernel's Installed, we can compile the kernel. We also need to add the 
bonding module to the kernel, since we will need it later.

→ Type genkernel --menuconfig all and pressing Enter:

On the menu that comes up, navigate to Device Driver => Network device support, and 
select Bonding driver support by highlighting it and pressing M.  Now press ESC 4 
times to return to main menu. Next we need to enable GPT Partition support, navigate to 
File systems => Partition Types and make sure that EFI GUID Partition Support has a 
* next to it. Afterwards, press ESC 6 times and select Yes to save changes.
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If finished successfully, you will see the following:

Once genkernel completes, a kernel, full set of modules and initial ram 
disk (initramfs) will be created. We will use the kernel and initrd when 
configuring a boot loader later in this document. Write down the names of 
the kernel and initrd as you will need it when writing the bootloader 
configuration file.

→ Type  ls /boot/kernel* /boot/initramfs* and press Enter.

 2.2.6.5  Configuring the Filesystem.

Under Linux, all partitions used by the system must be listed in /etc/fstab. 
This file contains the mount points of those partitions (where they are seen 
in the file system structure), how they should be mounted and with what 
special options (automatically or not, whether users can mount them or 
not, etc.)
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/etc/fstab uses a special syntax. Every line consists of six fields, separated 
by whitespace (space(s), tabs or a mixture). Each field has its own 
meaning:

    The first field shows the partition described (the path to the device file)
    

The second field shows the mount point at which the partition should be 
mounted

    The third field shows the filesystem used by the partition

The fourth field shows the mount options used by mount when it wants to 
mount the partition. As every filesystem has its own mount options, you 
are encouraged to read the mount man page (man mount) for a full listing. 
Multiple mount options are comma-separated.

The fifth field is used by dump to determine if the partition needs to be 
dumped or not. You can generally leave this as 0 (zero).

The sixth field is used by fsck to determine the order in which filesystems 
should be checked if the system wasn't shut down properly. The root 
filesystem should have 1 while the rest should have 2 (or 0 if a filesystem 
check isn't necessary).

Important: The default /etc/fstab file provided by Gentoo is not a valid 
fstab file. You have to create your own /etc/fstab. 

Open /etc/fstab with nano, and replace the contents with the following:

→ Type nano /etc/fstab and press Enter.

/dev/sda1   /boot    ext3     defaults,noatime     1 2
/dev/sda2   /        ext4     noatime              0 1
/dev/sda3   none     swap     sw                   0 0

/dev/cdrom  /mnt/cdrom   auto    noauto,user          0 0
 proc        /proc        proc    defaults             0 0

shm         /dev/shm     tmpfs   nodev,nosuid,noexec  0 0
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 2.2.6.6 Networking & Hostname

Next, we need to set the hostname of our machine, to do this we need to 
edit the file /etc/conf.d/hostname. 

→ Type nano /etc/conf.d/hostname and press Enter.

Change the name inside the quotes to what you want to name the machine.

       Next we need to configure our network settings.

      → Type nano -w /etc/conf.d/net and press Enter.

To enter your own IP address, netmask and gateway, you need to set both 
config_eth0 and routes_eth0: 

→ Type config_eth0=”IP_Address netmask Subnet brd  broadcast”

→ Type routes_eth0=”default via router_ip”

NB: Replace the italic values with your network settings
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To have your network interface eth0 activated at boot, you need to add 
them to the default runlevel, execute the commands below:  

→ Type cd /etc/init.d/ and press Enter.

→ Type ln -s net.lo net.eth0 and press Enter.

→ Type rc-update add net.eth0 default and press Enter.

We  will configure the other interfaces later.

You now need to inform Linux about your network. This is defined in 
/etc/hosts and helps in resolving host names to IP addresses for hosts that 
aren't resolved by your nameserver. You need to define your system. You 
may also want to define other systems on your network if you don't want 
to set up your own internal DNS system. 

Open the file using nano and fill in the appropriate values – 

→ Type nano /etc/hosts and press Enter.
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 2.2.6.7 System Information

Now we need to set the root password for our new installation. 

→ Type passwd and press Enter.

 → At the prompt, type your new password, and press ENTER.

 → Confirm your pasword, and press ENTER again.

Gentoo uses /etc/conf.d/hwclock to set clock options. Edit it according to 
your needs. If your hardware clock is not using UTC, you need to 
add clock="local" to the file. Otherwise you will notice some clock skew. 

→ Type nano /etc/conf.d/hwclock and press Enter.(Edit it according to 
your needs.)

 2.2.6.8 Installing Necessary System Tools.

Some tools are missing from the stage3 archive because several packages 
provide the same functionality. It is now up to you to choose which ones 
you want to install. 

The first tool you need to decide on has to provide logging facilities for 
your system. Unix and Linux have an excellent history of logging 
capabilities -- if you want you can log everything that happens on your 
system in logfiles. This happens through the system logger. 
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To install the system logger of your choice, emerge it and have it added to 
the default runlevel using rc-update. The following example installs 
syslog-ng. Of course substitute with your system logger: 

→ Type emerge -v syslog-ng and press Enter.

→ Type rc-update add syslog-ng default and press Enter.

Next is the cron daemon. Although it is optional and not required for your 
system, it is wise to install one. But what is a cron daemon? A cron 
daemon executes scheduled commands. It is very handy if you need to 
execute some command regularly (for instance daily, weekly or monthly). 

→ Type emerge -v vixie-cron and press Enter.

If you want to index your system's files so you are able to quickly locate 
them using the locate tool, you need to install sys-apps/mlocate. 

→ Type emerge -v mlocate and press Enter.

If you need to access your system remotely after installation, don't forget 
to add sshd to the default runlevel: 

→ Type rc-update add sshd default and press Enter.

 2.2.6.9 Configuring The Bootloader

Now that your kernel is configured and compiled and the necessary system 
configuration files are filled in correctly, it is time to install a program that 
will fire up your kernel when you start the system. Such a program is 
called a bootloader. 
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→ To install GRUB, type emerge -av grub:

Next we need to configure Grub. Type  nano -w /boot/grub/grub.conf, and 
copy the following into it, substituting the bold names with the ones you 
wrote down when compiling your kernel.

→ Type  nano -w /boot/grub/grub.conf and press Enter.

default 0
timeout 30
splashimage=(hd0,0)/boot/grub/splash.xpm.gz

title Gentoo Linux 2.6.34-r1
root (hd0,0)
kernel /boot/kernel-genkernel-amd64-2.6.34-gentoo-r1 real_root=/dev/sda2
initrd /boot/initramfs-genkernel-amd64-2.6.34-gentoo-r1

To install GRUB you will need to issue the grub-install command. 
However, grub-install won't work off-the-shelf since we are inside a 
chrooted environment. We need to create /etc/mtab which lists all mounted 
filesystems. Fortunately, there is an easy way to accomplish this - just copy 
over /proc/mounts to /etc/mtab, excluding the rootfs line if you haven't 
created a separate boot partition. The following command will work in 
both cases: 

→ Type grep -v rootfs /proc/mounts > /etc/mtab and press Enter.

Now we can “install” the bootloader: 

→ Type grub-install --no-floppy /dev/sda and press Enter.
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Exit the chrooted environment and unmount all mounted partitions. Then 
type in that one magical command you have been waiting for: reboot. 

→ Type exit and press Enter.

→ Type cd  and press Enter.

→ Type umount -l /mnt/gentoo/dev{/shm,/pts,}  and press Enter.

→ Type umount -l /mnt/gentoo{/boot,/proc,}  and press Enter.

→ Type reboot  and press Enter.

#  exit
# cd
# umount -l /mnt/gentoo/dev{/shm,/pts,}
# umount -l /mnt/gentoo{/boot,/proc,}
# reboot

And  now you can pat yourself on the back, you have just installed Gentoo 
Linux!
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 2.2.6.10 Finishing Touches

Now all that is left is to configure the RAID on the data disks & our other 
two network interfaces, namely: eth1 & eth2. 

We'll start off with the two network interfaces, we configure them in the 
file /etc/conf.d/net. We need to create the configuration settings for the 
interfaces, same as we did for eth0. The only difference is the name of the 
configuration parameter changes slightly.

config_eth0 becomes config_eth1 for the eth1 interface, and config_eth2 
for the eth2 interface.  Also the two interfaces ideally should be on a 
different subnet than your production network.  See example below:

But we are going to set up the remaining interfaces using NIC bonding, 
linking the two network cards together so they are seen as 1 interface. This 
increases the bandwidth that will be available to our iSCSI clients.

Firstly we need to tell Gentoo to load the bonding kernel modules on 
startup, to do this we need to edit /etc/conf.d/modules 
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→ Type nano /etc/conf.d/modules and press Enter. Edit the file as below, 
replacing the _3_1_6 with your kernel version.

Next we need to install baselayout.

→ Type emerge -v baselayout and press Enter.

Next we need to install ifenslave.

→ Type emerge -v ifenslave and press Enter.
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Next we need to set up the network configuration for the bond. We do this 
in /net/etc/conf.d/net.

→ Type  nano /etc/conf.d/net and press Enter. Edit the file accordingly, 
filling in the values exactly as they are in the screenshot (Your own 
IP/Network information obviously).

Next we need to add the bond to the startup procedure.

→ Type ln -sf /etc/init.d/net.lo /etc/init.d/net.bond0 and press Enter.

→ Type rc-update del net.eth1 and press Enter.

→ Type rc-update del net.eth2 and press Enter.

→ Type rc-update add net.bond0 default and press Enter.
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Now reboot the machine. The bonded interface should come up and be 
assigned an IP address, lets check that.

→ Type ifconfig bond0 and press Enter.

Next lets see if we can ping an ip address through the bond. If all is well 
you should see the output in the screenshot.

→ Type ping -c 4 <ip on your network(same subnet as bond)> and 
press Enter.

Now that our NIC bond has been set up successfully, we can start setting 
up our RAID Array. You could do this with hardware RAID, but I prefer 
using Linux SW RAID for the flexibility. SW RAID does add extra 
overhead, so it is not as fast as HW RAID, but seeing as we have a beast of 
a machine, this should not be an issue.

We will be using mdadm to set up the array, so let's install it.

→ Type emerge -v mdadm and press Enter.
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Then we need to load the appropriate kernel modules. There are a few, but 
we will be using RAID5.

→ Type modprobe raid5 and press Enter.

Next, we need to partition our disks, we will set up the first disk and then 
simply copy the partition table to the other disks.

First let's check what drives are available to us, we know that /dev/sda is 
our system disk, so we will be leaving that one out of this operation.

→ Type fdisk -l | more and press Enter. Scroll through the list by pressing 
Enter repeatedly, until you are returned to the command prompt. 

I am going to assume that you will be using  2TB or larger disks for your 
data drives, therefore we will be partitioning the disks using a GPT  
partition table via parted.
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Of course, we will have to install parted first.

→ Type emerge -v parted and press Enter.

Okay, now we need to partition our first disk, namely /dev/sdb.

→ Type parted /dev/sdb and press Enter.

Next, lets create our GPT partition table.

→ Type mklabel gpt and press Enter.
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Next we need to create our partition, to simplify this I will change the 
default unit size parted uses to TB(Terrabyte), and create a 3 TB  partition 
(If your disk size differs, adjust accoringly, you'll notice that my commands in the 
screenshots dont reflect the unit type change or 3.0 TB disk size, I am using a VM for 
the purpose of creating this document and therefore opted to use 500MB disks.)

→ Type unit TB and press Enter

→ Type  mkpart primary 0 0 and press Enter.

Next we need to set the partition type to RAID.

→ Type set 1 raid on and press Enter.

→ Type quit and press Enter.

Now we need to create a filesystem for our partition.

→ Type mkfs.ext4 /dev/sdb1 and press Enter.
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Repeat the above steps (starting with creating the partition table) for each 
of your disks, then continue with the instructions below.

And finally, we create our RAID Array!

→ Type mdadm --create /dev/md0 --level=raid5 --raid-devices=6 
/dev/sd[bcdefg]1 and press Enter, type yes at prompt.

Now lets check the status of our RAID array.

→ Type cat /proc/mdstat and press Enter.

Next we need to add a configuration entry to the file /etc/mdadm.conf

→ Type nano /etc/mdadm.conf and press Enter. Then add the following 
to the bottom of the file:

ARRAY /dev/md0 devices=/dev/sdb1,/dev/sdc1,/dev/sdd1,/dev/sde1,/dev/sdf1,/dev/sdg1

Next, reboot the machine and make sure that the RAID Array comes 
online and has the device name md0.
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Next we need to create the partition for the RAID array.

→ Type parted /dev/md0 mklabel gpt and press Enter.

→ Type parted /dev/md0 mkpart primary 0% 100% and press Enter, 

Next we need to create a filesystem for the partition. For the purpose of 
this setup, which will be handling large files, we will be using the XFS 
filesystem, as it is well suited to handle large files.

First we need to install the necessary tools for the XFS filesystem.

→ Type emerge -v xfsprogs and press Enter. 

We are going to use a script to do this for us, as it optimizes the filesystem 
for RAID. This script requires the bash calculator, so lets install that.

→ Type emerge -v bc and press Enter.
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→ Type nano xfscreate.sh, and copy the following into the file.

#!/bin/bash
BLOCKSIZE=4096                              # Make sure this is in bytes
CHUNKSIZE=512                               # This is your RAID Chunk size, type cat /proc/mdstat to check your raid chunk size.
NUMSPINDLES=6                              # Number of disks in array
RAID_TYPE=5                                    # RAID Level (5 in our case)
RAID_DEVICE_NAME="/dev/md0" # Specify device name for your RAID device
FSLABEL="iSCSI"                             # Specify filesystem label for generating mkfs line here

case "$RAID_TYPE" in
0)
    RAID_DISKS=${NUMSPINDLES};
    ;;
1)
    RAID_DISKS=${NUMSPINDLES};
    ;;
10)
    RAID_DISKS=${NUMSPINDLES};
    ;;
5)
    RAID_DISKS=`echo "${NUMSPINDLES} - 1" | bc`;
    ;;
6)
    RAID_DISKS=`echo "${NUMSPINDLES} - 2" | bc`;
    ;;
*)
    echo "Please specify RAID_TYPE as one of: 0, 1, 10, 5, or 6."
    exit
    ;;
esac

SUNIT=`echo "${CHUNKSIZE} * 1024 / 512" | bc`
SWIDTH=`echo "$RAID_DISKS * ${SUNIT}" | bc`

echo "System blocksize=${BLOCKSIZE}"
echo "Chunk Size=${CHUNKSIZE} KiB"
echo "NumSpindles=${NUMSPINDLES}"
echo "RAID Type=${RAID_TYPE}"
echo "RAID Disks (usable for data)=${RAID_DISKS}"
echo "Calculated values:"
echo "Stripe Unit=${SUNIT}"
echo -e "Stripe Width=${SWIDTH}\n"
echo "mkfs line:"
echo -e "mkfs.xfs -b size=${BLOCKSIZE} -d sunit=${SUNIT},swidth=${SWIDTH} -L ${FSLABEL} $
{RAID_DEVICE_NAME}\n"
echo "mount line:"
echo -e "mount -o remount,sunit=${SUNIT},swidth=${SWIDTH}\n"
echo "Add these options to your /etc/fstab to make permanent:"
echo "sunit=${SUNIT},swidth=${SWIDTH}"

Next we need to make the file executable.

→ Type chmod +x xfscreate.sh and press Enter.
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And now we execute it, so it shows us which parameters to use when 
creating the filesystem.

→ Type ./xfscreate.sh and press Enter.

Now we create the filesystem. (Note: The values for sunit and swidth 
should be the ones you saw in the script output)

→ Type mkfs.xfs -b size=4096 -d sunit=1024,swidth=5120 -L iSCSI 
/dev/md0p1 -f and press Enter.
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Next, lets create a mountpoint and mount our filesystem.

→ Type mkdir /mnt/iscsi and press Enter. 

→ Type mount -o sunit=1024,swidth=5120 /dev/md0p1
/mnt/iscsi and press Enter. (Note: The values for sunit and swidth should  
be the ones you saw in the script output)

Next, we need to add the partition to fstab, so that it is mounted at system 
boot.

→ Type nano /etc/fstab and press Enter. Add the following line to fstab, 
as seen in the screenshot below: 

/dev/md0p1     /mnt/iscsi      xfs        defaults,allocsize=64m,sunit=1024,swidth=5120     0 0

And congratulations, you have just set up a Linux SW RAID 5 Array with 
a XFS Filesystem Optimized for our RAID volume. we can now continue 
on the installlation of SCST and its dependencies.
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 3 Installing SCST

Now we can start with the final phase of this project – Installing SCST.

Firstly we need to do some preperation, we need to download the source from the SCST 
webpage. Open your browser, and navigate to → http://scst.sourceforge.net/downloads.html

Download the latest version of scst from here.

Click on the “Download Released Versions” link at the bottom of the page.  On the next 
page, download the latest released versions of the following, make sure the version numbers 
correspond: 

scst
iscsi-scst
scstadmin

Save the scst, iscsi-scst & scstadmin tarballs to a USB Flash disk, and put the flash disk in 
your SCST machine.

Next, we need to mount the memory stick.
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Lets check which device it is.

→ Type  fdisk -l and press Enter. It should be the last device on the list.

Now we mount it!

→ Type mkdir /mnt/usb and press Enter.

→ Type  mount /dev/sdh1 /mnt/usb and press Enter.

Next, lets create a folder to work from – where we can extract the SCST source and compile 
it. For convenience we will be using root's home directory. Also copy the source there.

→ Type mkdir /root/sources and press Enter.

→ Type cp /mnt/usb/scst-*.tar.gz /root/sources/ and press Enter.

→ Type cp /mnt/usb/scstadmin-*.tar.bz2 /root/sources/ and press Enter.

→ Type cp /mnt/usb/iscsi-scst-*.tar.bz2 /root/sources/ and press Enter.
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Next, we need to extract the tarball.

→ Type cd /root/sources and press Enter.

→ Type tar xjpf scst-*.tar.bz2 and press Enter.

→ Type tar xjpf scstadmin-*.tar.bz2 and press Enter.

→ Type tar xjpf iscsi-scst-*.tar.bz2 and press Enter.

OK, Now we need to apply the kernel patches for SCST. First we navigate to the kernel 
source directory.

→ Type cd /usr/src/linux-3.1.6-gentoo/ and press Enter. (replace the “-3.1.6” with your 
kernel version)

Now we apply the patches, make sure you apply the ones relevant to your kernel version, 
also the path to the patches might differ in your case, adjust accordingly.

→ Type patch -p1 < /root/sources/iscsi-scst/kernel/patches/put_page_callback-
3.1.patch and press Enter.

→ Type patch -p1 < /root/sources/scst/kernel/scst_exec_req_fifo-3.1.patch and 
press Enter.
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→ Type make clean and press Enter.

Now we need to select the kernel modules and recompile the kernel.

→ Type genkernel –menuconfig all and press Enter.

These are the modules you need to select/change:

  Select Networking support -> Networking options -> TCP/IP networking
  Select Networking support -> Networking options -> TCP/IP zero-copy transfer completion notification
  Select Device Drivers -> SCSI device support -> SCSI disk support
  Select Enable the block layer -> IO Schedulers -> CFQ I/O Scheduler
  Set Enable the Block layer -> IO Schedulers -> Default I/O Scheduler to 'CFQ'
  Set Processor type and features -> Preemption Model to 'No Forced Preemption (Server)'

Exit the menu and say YES to save the changes. The kernel will now recompile with the 
options we have added to the kernel.
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When the recompiling is done, reboot the system.

→ Type  reboot and press Enter.

Now it is time to install SCST. Once logged in, navigate to the scst source directory.

Next, lets start installing.

→ Type make install and press Enter.

When that is done, navigate to your iscsi-scst source directory, and then:

→ Type make install and press Enter.

When that is done, navigate to your scstadmin source directory, and then:

→ Type make install and press Enter.
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Next we need to set up our initiator name. The most convienient way of doing this is by 
installing open-iscsi.

→ Type emerge -v open-iscsi and press Enter.

Next, type the following: 

→ Type /etc/init.d/iscsid stop and press Enter.

→ Type { echo "InitiatorName=$(if [ -e /usr/sbin/iscsi-iname ]; then /usr/sbin/iscsi-
iname; else /sbin/iscsi-iname; fi)";   and press Enter.
→ Type echo "InitiatorAlias=$(hostname)"; } >/etc/iscsi/initiatorname.iscsi  and 

press Enter.
→ Type /etc/init.d/iscsid start and press Enter.

Next, lets see if the name has been correctly generated.

  → Type cat /etc/iscsi/initiatorname.iscsi and press Enter.
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Now let's set up a simple sample config for scst.conf. Make sure your file looks like the 
one in the screenshot.

→ Type nano /etc/scst.conf and press Enter.

Keep in mind that for each target, LUN0 must exist.

Now, lets load the kernel modules.

→ Type modprobe scst and press Enter.

→ Type modprobe scst_vdisk and press Enter.

→ Type modprobe iscsi-scst and press Enter

Now, lets start scst on boot.

→ Type rc-update add scst default and press Enter.

Now let's apply our scst configuration.
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→ Type scstadmin -config /etc/scst.conf and press Enter.

And viola! SCST is now installed & up and running!! Now you just need to create your 
LUNs and update the configuration the way you need it.
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 4 Configuring SCST
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